1693 Census Swedes Delaware Family
the 1693 on the delaware - new castle - of the swedes on the delaware, a census taken to document the
colonists' argument to swedish authorities that there remained a sizable group of swedes in america who were
worthy of help in the form of new pastors for their churches and new religious books in the swedish language.
that 1693 census, never accurately presented before, was the ... 1671 census of the delaware - new
castle - 1671 census of the delaware peter stebbins craig, j.d. fellow, american society of genealogasts ...
1693 service area of swedish log church at wicaco ... for the swedes, finns and dutch who constituted the
overwhelming majority of the residents on the south river (as they called the delaware) until they links to
published sources available online - links to published sources available online 94th annual report on the
new york state library, 1911 (covers the 1911 fire) (ia) 1671 census of the delaware (craig) (gen. soc. pa) 1693
census of the swedes on the delaware (craig) (pp. 1-23) (nc-chap) chapter 2 the wicaco congregation startlogic - chapter 2 the wicaco congregation on the last day of may 1693, twenty-six members of the
swedish congregation at wicaco gathered at the log church to sign the letter to sweden requesting new
ministers for the delaware.' their church, facing the delaware river on the site of today's gloria dei (old swedes)
church provincial tax lists of the three lower counties, 1 - provincial tax lists of the three lower
counties,1693 jeffreylheib ... both pennsylvania proper and the delaware counties) convened in may 1693,
governor fletcher presented the house with queen ... also provide a sort of census of the taxpaying inhabitants
of new castle, kent,andsussex countiesin 1693.
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